
 

Dural Public School 

School Incursion 2018 

Dear Parents, 

                        Our 2018 whole school incursion is The Snow Queen musical from Alpha Shows. 

Incursion Focus 

Area 

Explanation Date Cost 

The Snow 

Queen 

Drama & 

Values 

Education. 

 

 

About the Show: 

Alpha’s The Snow Queen humorously and powerfully captures the magic of what is Hans 
Christian Andersen’s classic tale of adventure and lessons about the need to stay in alignment 
with feeling good and seeing things as they are, not worse than they are. Whilst our version 
does not follow the same adventure as the fairytale, the themes and characters are used to 
progress the story along as well as combine the expectations from the most popular adaptation 
of this story by Disney in their smash hit movie, ‘Frozen’. 
It’s been 6 years since creating a new show, and we had to find the purpose behind why this 
story needed to be told. This story and these characters are super popular, however, we had to 
find the reasons for why Alpha should tell the story, to take the lessons of the fairytale and 
include them along with some of the broader themes introduced by Disney – and then take 
them further to empower a new generation in the skills for how to ‘align with your potential’, to 
move past fear and into courage, to become all of who you are. We also knew we wanted to tell 
a story about the power of love that is not related to romantic love, indeed, it is the power of 
the love between two sisters that ultimately leads to redemption for all. 
These powerful metaphors move us at a deep level beyond what we consciously perceive. The 
show also has a great pace and energy, with lots of standard Alpha gags that audiences love and 
some new comedy that we’ve never tried before! With some familiar and some very original 
Alpha characters in the show, such as the much beloved Snowman Festy, Bac the Reindeer as 
well as other characters new and old, we know you’ll find the whole show hilarious and 
entertaining! Plus, in our version, we’ve included additional powerful female figures from the 
fairytale, including the ‘Clever Princess’ who guides Elsa and Anna and teaches them how to be 
powerful on their own, and of course, a villain that represents temptation and negative 
influence that often is quite palpable in our lives today – the actual Snow Queen. 
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If you would like your child to participate in this performance which will all be based in the school hall, 

please complete the permission slip below.  The total payment of $10  will be included in the Term 4 

Invoice. 

Ms Milly Stone                             Mrs Sabina Heinrichson 

Principal                                                          Assistant Principal 

Incursion 2018. 

I give permission for my child _________________________ of class_________ to participate in the 2018 

Incursions:  The Snow Queen  on the 8th November, 2018. Payment is in the Term 4 invoice. 

Signed: _____________________________  (Parent/Carer)                Date: _____________ 


